Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, previous work carried out in the area of package/housing problem and signal integrity problems are discussed. The Finite Integration Technique (FIT) is the core numerical method used to solve Maxwell’s equation for analysis the computational domain. Basic introduction of FIT is described in the section 2.4. FIT is used in this thesis for analysis and investigation of the given problem definition. The basics of 3D simulation and things to be taken care while simulating any 3D full wave simulation is presented in section 2.5. The RF on wafer (RFOW) charaterization is discussed in the section 2.6. At the end of the chapter, MMIC fabrication technology particularly, OMMIC ED02AH is discussed in 2.7.

2.1 Background of package/housing effect

Microwave sub system is generally consist of MMICs and active/passive devices having varieties of package/housing style. The housing is not only providing necessary physical support but also a way for heat transfer and protection against temperature, humidity, vibration/shock, EMI/EMC etc. Further the cavity electric size increases at high frequency. The conductive surface of the enclosure supports several resonant modes and therefore produces the oscillating charges, which in turn induce surface currents on the conductive walls of the package. These surface currents may degrade performance of the active devices present in the system. These resonances are observed as large spikes in the insertion loss versus frequency characteristics of the packaged MMIC. There are different approaches used to mitigate the package/housing effects. Some major previous works
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carried out are discussed below.

2.1.1 Cavity resonance prediction from a model/circuit

1. The cavity resonances are predicted from a model [3] that considers the package as rectangular metal cavity loaded with a H-plane dielectric slab. In this model, the length, width, and height of the cavity are represented as $L, W$, and $H$ respectively. The dielectric slab is of thickness $d$ and relative permittivity $\epsilon_r$. The cavity is excited by a microstrip line at the input and output ports. The resonance frequency $f_r$ is approximately given by

$$f_r = f_c \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{d}{H} \right) \left( \frac{\epsilon_r - 1}{\epsilon_r} \right)}$$

(2.1)

where $f_c$ is the cut-off frequency of the $TE_{101}$ mode in the empty cavity. As an example, if $\epsilon_r=13, d=0.01016 \text{ cm}, L=0.4064 \text{ cm}, W=0.254 \text{ cm},$ and $H=0.04826 \text{ cm}$, then $f_c$ and $f_r$ are 69.641 GHz and 62.508 GHz, respectively.

2. The effects of discontinuities and spurious propagation in enclosed microstrip have been studied using 10:1 scaled models by probing the vertical components of the electric field in the substrate and by measuring insertion loss[6]. A number of discontinuities were studied and results showed the higher-order modes excited in the enclosed microstrip to be perturbed versions of the LSM and LSE modes of inhomogeneous waveguide. A coefficient of coupling from discontinuity to each mode is defined and estimated by measuring the external Q of the enclosure. The coupling varies with the discontinuity and its position. Since these modes all have electric fields with components tangential to the air/substrate interface, they were suppressed by layers of resistive materials.

3. Millimeter wave discontinuity circuits have been developed on the basis of systematic full wave data generated by a rigorous numerical approach [7]. The applied physics related and topology sensitive modeling concept is used and extends previous quasi static descriptions into dynamic ones including parasitic wave coupling and package resonances. The dynamic model developed for open end, gap, step, bend, and T-junction are valid below and above cutoff of the dominant package
mode. They make it possible to predict package resonance and their effect on component behavior.

4. A full-wave parametric analysis of a straight-to-bent microstrip structure has been performed and an equivalent circuit of the structure has been proposed [15]. The circuit is composed of lumped elements modeling the reactive phenomena and the spurious emission caused by the excitation of the higher order modes at the microstrip discontinuity. The numerical results show that the coupling phenomena are strongly dependent on the frequency and on the geometrical parameters of the structure. Finally, low electromagnetic emission has been observed since the structure has been enclosed in a metallic box having small apertures.

2.1.2 Cavity resonance prediction using Method of Moment (MoM)

1. In [5], it has been shown that the resonant modes of a rectangular metal package may be damped by fixing a dielectric substrate coated with a thin resistive film to one of its walls, thus solving the reliability and machining problems associated with many conventional microwave absorbers. This is similar to the approach used in which resistive films supported by low dielectric substrates are placed at roughly quarter-wavelength intervals from a ground plane to suppress electromagnetic reflections. The technique discussed here differs, however, in that the substrates in this case may have a high dielectric constant, may be much thinner, and are designed to suppress resonant modes rather than propagating waves.

2. A moment method formulation is presented which models microstrip circuits in a lossy enclosure using rooftop currents [8]. A Green’s function is developed that includes the effect of lossy material on the cover. The coupling of power to a resonant mode as a function of circuit location in an enclosure is investigated. The absorbing layer will be compared to the resistive film with respect to their effectiveness in reducing resonance effects. It is shown that the coupling of power to a resonant mode can be reduced further by repositioning certain circuit features within the enclosure.

3. A new method of applying the spectral domain moment method to enclosed mi-
crostrip circuits is presented in [9]. The mutual coupling between current elements on a circuit are first calculated as though the circuit were not laterally enclosed. A correction is then added representing the effect of the image currents which are introduced by the lateral enclosure. The first calculation involves a relatively lengthy spectral integration which results in impedances that are slowly varying with respect to frequency and thus can be interpolated using only a few evaluations in a band. The second calculation, the correction term, must be evaluated at many frequencies in a band depending on the number of enclosure resonances and their Q. The total method of moments matrix is formed by summing the two calculations. The method has the advantage of being able to add or remove the correction term in order to see the sidewall effects. It is also very intuitive. Its simplicity is based on the dominant effect that the TM, parallel plate mode has on enclosure coupling. It remains efficient for enclosures with high or low Q having any lateral size, but it is limited to structures with a top cover.

4. In most of the full-wave analysis of packaged (M)MICs, the packaging effects cannot easily be isolated from the original circuit response. Therefore, any changes in the packaging dimensions will require a complete repetition of the analysis procedure. A CAD tool is developed for designing optimum packaging of (M)MICs [12]. It is shown that the packaging effects can be isolated in the MPIE Green’s function. In this case, the package effects appear as an additive term in the MoM impedance matrix. An optimum packaging design is therefore possible by iteratively computing this additive term for different box sizes.

2.1.3 Cavity resonance prediction using FDTD

Properly designed package should have only a small effect on the circuit. Resonant modes in the operating frequency band must be damped by lowering the associated Q of the package and by suitably designing the circuit layout. Conventional microwave absorbers or resistive films may be placed in the package to prevent package-circuit interaction. These damping elements must be put in properly selected locations in such ways to choke off the resonances without affecting the circuit behavior. To identify such locations, because of the complexity of the structures involved, only numerical methods can be used.
In addition to make the enclosure 'anechoic,' it is also necessary to carefully interconnect the package with the external feeding lines. This is obtained by a section of coaxial line with the outer conductor connected to the metal package and the inner conductor directly to the circuit. This feed-through structure should also be modeled by numerical methods. On the other hand, to properly design a package with reduced size, weight and cost, full-wave electromagnetic simulation design tools must be used. So far, the design of packages with state-of-the-art performance has usually been realized by expensive "cut and try" procedures. In this approach, the package and the circuit are studied separately and the simulations combined together. This procedure ignores the coupling between the package and the circuit. A significant effort to overcome this limitation has been done in recent years and several full-wave techniques have been developed to analyze MMIC circuits in an enclosure. These techniques are generally based on the Method of Moments (MOM) and its variants, including the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Boundary Element Method (BEM). Although analytically oriented numerical methods, such as Mode Matching (MM) or Spectral Domain (SD) have an high efficiency, their applicability is nevertheless confined to a limited number of simple geometries. The FDTD has played an important role in the numerical simulation of the electrical behavior of simple packaged circuits. This technique, in fact, not only can take into consideration arbitrary 3-D geometries, but also provides time-domain data useful for the analysis of circuits containing nonlinear elements. Moreover, unlike spectral domain based methods, FDTD can also be used to properly model the interconnections of the package with the external feeding lines. In fact, at the moment, FDTD still requires excessive computer time and resources. Nonetheless, the current trend towards computers with increased number crunching performance makes this method quite appealing. In the near future, one way to achieve increased numerical performance will be the use of Massive Parallel Computers (MPC).

1. In[10], a FORTRAN 77 FDTD code has been developed running first on IBM workstation RISC 6000-365 then translated into the Digital FORTRAN 90 and exported to the Masspar machine DEC 12000 with 4 K processors. This code is used for several package simulations. Another way to improve the performance of the FDTD simulator is the use of a graded mesh, or, when necessary, a non-orthogonal mesh. A graded mesh feature has also been implemented in simulator. The behaviors of
the packaged single and coupled MMIC via-hole grounds are investigated using the FDTD technique. Theoretical simulations are compared with experimental measurements showing excellent agreement. Various possibilities to choke off package resonances have also been investigated. It is shown in particular that the common practice of inserting a damping layer just below the lid is often ineffective and the importance of placing damping layers also on the side wall is demonstrated.

2. In [11], comprehensive full-wave analysis of packaged nonlinear active microwave circuits by applying the extended Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method has been done. Based on the approach of using equivalent sources, the device-wave interaction is characterized and incorporated into the FDTD time-marching scheme. As a consequence, analysis of linear and nonlinear properties, including harmonic generation and intermodulation, can be accomplished by employing a large signal device circuit model. The implementation is first validated by comparing results of FDTD and HP MDS simulation of the circuit without the packaging structure. The analysis then goes beyond the capability of the circuit simulator to include the packaging effect. This analysis is useful in circuit design involving electromagnetic compatibility/electromagnetic interference (EMC/EMI) problems.

2.1.4 Crosstalk and EMI prediction

The Multi Transmission Line (MTL) is a system consisting of N conductors and a conducting shield or common return conductor and serving to guide electromagnetic waves, which works under surroundings with much electromagnetic interference (EMI), such as the crosstalk from the natural coupling within the MTL, undesirable and sometimes very harmful. It can cause penetration of a signal excited in one simple transmission line (STL) into the near- and far-end load of another STL. Crosstalk may set limits to the dynamic range of circuits, to the frequency band of their application and to the scale of miniaturization. Therefore, the circuit design engineer has to deal with the crosstalk in order that there are the relatively pure signals flowing through the MTLs.

1. This paper [13] presents a new concept eliminating crosstalk that is composed of three methods, that is, terminating optimal impedances, mounting grounded guarding lines, and transforming the structure of microstrip lines to the layout of stripline.
Firstly, we extract the PUL parameters of microstrip transmission lines based the MoM. secondly, With the SPICE simulation software, we can simulate and optimize the structure of MTLs in order to obtain the ideal results of eliminating the crosstalk within MTLs. Finally, we obtain the excellent multi-path signals with simulation software, which show that the synthetic design of eliminating crosstalk is a practical operational and effective. For example, the concept of design can be applied to the power dividing networks for eliminating the signal crosstalk within MTLs.

2. The crosstalk between a single-ended line and a differential pair, and the crosstalk between differential pairs have been analyzed based on the telegrapher’s equations for multi-conductor lines [14]. The obtained results can give guidelines for design the differential interconnects for minimizing the crosstalk. Several possible differential-line structures will be considered, including the co-planar lines, stacked-pair lines, diagonal-pair lines, to find a design of the interconnects that minimizes the crosstalk. Different structures may exhibit different crosstalk characteristics, and the crosstalk may be decreased by properly setting the differential pair. Furthermore, the effect of routing guard traces and ground tracks are also be examined.

2.1.5 The package performance investigation

1. In [17], performance degradation problems have investigated in a commercial rectangular metal ceramic package for packaging an SPDT MMIC working in 5-6 GHz frequency range. Electromagnetic simulations and experiments were carried out to study the effect of gaps between the feed thru edge and package edge. In addition, the effects of placement of ports on the cavity resonance and isolation between ports were also studied in an attempt to minimize insertion loss, maximize isolation between ports and to achieve an optimum VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio) on all ports. Effects of ground loops due to long inductive connections (bond wires) and gaps between different parts of the MMIC assembly on isolation, insertion loss and VSWR have been investigated. A new package structure was designed and fabricated to achieve the aforementioned objectives. It has been shown that by minimizing the ground loops by avoiding gaps between the elements in the as-
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As the performance requirements for modern computer and communications systems grow, the demand for high speed interconnects increases as well. Multi-gigabit speeds are supported by standard communication technologies, with the signal’s rise times being as fast as 35 pico second. At these speeds, cables, connectors, vias and traces on printed circuit boards (PCBs) behave as distributed elements, or transmission lines. Moreover, reflections due to impedance mismatch, signal’s rise time degradation due to the interconnect losses, and crosstalk due to coupling are typical signal integrity problems that system-level designers encounter in their work. Therefore, to accurately predict the propagation of the signals in their designs, engineers need to determine the electrical characteristics and to build reliable models of the interconnect structures.
Interconnects can exist at various levels of design hierarchy such as on-chip, packaging structures, multichip modules, printed circuit boards, and backplanes. It is predicted that interconnects will be responsible for majority of signal degradation in high-speed systems. High-speed interconnect problems are not always handled appropriately by conventional circuit simulators, such as SPICE. If not considered during the design stage, these interconnect effects can cause logic glitches that render a fabricated digital circuit inoperable or they can distort an analog signal such that it fails to meet specifications. Since extra iterations in the design cycle are costly, accurate prediction of these effects is a necessity in high-speed designs. Hence, it becomes extremely important for designers to simulate the entire design along with interconnect sub circuits as efficiently as possible while retaining the accuracy of simulation. In order to understand important characteristics of interconnect structures, it is imperative to start from the general representation of the ideal transmission line model. The ideal transmission line does not exhibit losses associated with conductors and dielectrics of the mediums that carry such signals. Thus, an ideal transmission line can be described as a distributed parameter network consisting of capacitors and inductors to represent interactions due to electric and magnetic fields. A short sub-segment of the ideal transmission line can be modeled using a circuit shown in Figure 2.1. Circuit representation of the transmission line allows deriving partial differential equations which are generally called telegraphers equations. A solution of these equations in terms for propagating voltages and currents, allows deriving important characteristics of the ideal transmission line, such as characteristic impedance $Z_0$ and time delay $t_d$.

For the single ideal conductor, the characteristic impedance is described by the following formula: $Z_0 = \sqrt{\frac{L}{C}}$ where $L$ and $C$ are inductance and capacitance of the line per unit length respectively. It is important to note that increase in the inductance per unit
length leads to the increase of characteristic impedance, and the increase of the capaci-
tance causes the decrease of the characteristic impedance. L and C values and their ratio
can be controlled by the geometry and material properties of the interconnect. Time de-
lay of the ideal transmission line can be expressed in terms of inductance and capacitance
per unit length as: $t_d=\sqrt{L/C}$

Practical interconnects are fabricated using materials that exhibit losses. Different
interconnects are coaxial cable, bond wire, microstrip line, stripline, power plane. The in-
terconnect structures consist in general combinations of different types of interconnects,
and each transition among them contribute to the reflections. Geometrical configurations
and material properties of these structures affect the distribution of electric and magnetic
(EM) fields. The EM field interactions in their turn completely govern electrical perfor-
ance of the device which can be described mathematically by a set of so called Maxwell
equations. Therefore, the choice of materials and geometry for interconnects is critical
for minimizing signal integrity problems.

Speaking on a broader perspective, a ”high-speed interconnect” is the one in which
the time taken by the propagating signal to travel between its end points cannot be
neglected. An obvious factor that influences this definition is the physical extent of
the interconnect; the longer the interconnect, the more time the signal takes to travel
between its end points. Smoothness of signal propagation suffers once the line becomes
long enough for the signal’s rise/fall times to roughly match its propagation time through
the line. Then the interconnect electrically isolates the driver from the receivers, which
no longer function directly as loads to the driver. Instead, within the time of the signal’s
transition between its high and low voltage levels, the impedance of interconnect becomes
the load for the driver and also the input impedance to the receivers. This leads to
various transmission line effects, such as reflections, overshoot, undershoot crosstalk, and
modeling of these needs the blending of EM and circuit theory.

Alternatively, the term ”high-speed” can be defined in terms of the frequency content
of the signal. At low frequencies an ordinary wire, in other words, an interconnect; will
effectively short two connected circuits. However, this is not the case at higher frequencies.
The same wire, which is so effective at lower frequencies for connection purposes, has too
much inductive/capacitive effects to function as a short at higher frequencies. Faster
clock speeds and sharper slew rates tend to add more and more high-frequency contents.
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An important criterion used for classifying interconnects is the electrical length of an interconnect. An interconnect is considered to be "electrically short" if, at the highest operating frequency of interest, the interconnect length is physically shorter than approximately one-tenth of the wavelength (i.e., length of the interconnect/\(\lambda\approx 0.1\), \(\lambda=v/f\)). Otherwise, the interconnect is referred to as "electrically long". In most digital applications, the desired highest operating frequency (which corresponds to the minimum wavelength) of interest is governed by the rise/fall time of the propagating signal. For example, the energy spectrum of a trapezoidal pulse is spread over an infinite frequency range; however, most of the signal energy is concentrated near the low-frequency region and decreases rapidly with the increase in frequency. Hence, ignoring the high-frequency components of the spectrum above a maximum frequency, \(f_{\text{max}}\), will not seriously alter the overall signal shape. Consequently, for all practical purposes, the width of the spectrum can be assumed to be finite. A practically used relationship between the desired \(f_{\text{max}}\) and the \(t_r\) (rise/fall time of the signal) can be expressed as \(f_{\text{max}} \approx 0.35/t_r\).

In summary, the primary factors that influence the decision "whether high-speed signal distortion effects should be considered" are interconnect length, cross-sectional dimensions, signal slew rate, and the clock-speed. Other factors that also should be considered are logic levels, dielectric material, and conductor resistance. Electrically short interconnects can be represented by lumped models whereas electrically long interconnects need distributed or full-wave models.

2.2.1 High speed interconnect effects

High-speed effects influencing a signal propagating on an interconnect could be multifold, such as delay, rise time degradation, attenuation, crosstalk, skin effect, overshoots, undershoots, ringing, and reflection. In this section, we give a detailed account of each of these high-speed effects (which are also known as transmission line effects).

1. Propagation Delay: A signal traversing from one end of a transmission line to the other end takes a finite amount of time; in other words, it experiences a certain amount of delay. Figure 2.2.2.3 illustrates the case of an ideal delay line. In addition, the signal may encounter rise time degradation as shown in Fig.2.4, where the rise time at the receiver end is larger than the rise time at the source end. Rise-
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Figure 2.3: Example of propagation delay: Transient response

time degradation further adds to the overall delay experienced by the signal, as it influences the maximum and minimum attainable logic levels between the switching intervals.

2. Attenuation: The signal through an interconnect may suffer attenuation, due to ohmic or conductance losses. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.4, 2.5. Ohmic losses are more pronounced at higher frequencies due to the uneven current distributions. Conductance losses are proportional to the dielectric loss factor of the dielectric material and are also a function of the frequency. If the losses are high, the signals may not retain the specified logic levels during the transit through an interconnect and may result in false switching of digital circuitry.

3. Signal Reflection and Ringing:

Signal reflection and the associated ringing can severely distort signal propagation at higher frequencies. The prime cause of reflection-related signal degradation is the discontinuity in characteristic impedance of the transmitting line. Such a discontinuity can be either distributed or lumped in nature. In the case of distributed discontinuity, the impedance variation on a line takes place over a certain length.
For example, this can occur due to the change in the medium along the length of the signal trace, which may have to traverse several layers on a printed circuit board (impedance may not be well controlled from layer to layer). Following are some common causes of discontinuities: connectors between card-to-board, cable-to-card, leads between chip and chip carriers, or between card wiring and chip carriers, long vias, orthogonal wiring, flip-chip soldier balls, wire bonds, and redistribution lines, etc. Another major contributor to the reflection related signal degradation is the impedance mismatch between the line characteristic impedance and source/terminating impedances. Fig. 2.6 illustrates these effects for the case of a lossless line. Fig. 2.6(b) and 2.6(c) shows the undershoots for relatively small and large delay lines. In general, undershoots occur when the terminating impedance is less than the characteristic impedance of the interconnect. Fig. 2.6(d) and (e) shows the phenomenon of overshoots, which occur when the terminating impedance is larger than the characteristic impedance of the line. As seen, the undershoots, overshoots, and the ringing experienced by the signal increases with the delay of the interconnect. Fig. 2.7 illustrates the ringing associated with a lossy line, for
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Figure 2.6: Example of undershoots, overshoots, and ringing in lossless interconnects.

4. Crosstalk: Crosstalk refers to the interaction between signals that are propagating on various lines in the system. An analogy of crosstalk could be the "the interference from other lines while talking on the phone." Crosstalk is mainly due to the dense wiring required by compact and high-performance systems. High-density and closely laid interconnects result in electromagnetic coupling between signal lines. The active signal energy is coupled to the quiet line through both mutual capacitance and inductances, resulting in noise voltage-currents. This may lead to inadvertent switching and system malfunctioning. Crosstalk is a major constraint.
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Figure 2.7: Example of ringing in lossy interconnects
while routing in high-speed designs. An example of crosstalk is given in Fig. 2.8.

By its very nature, crosstalk analysis involves systems of two or more conductors. Such systems are studied on the basis of dominant propagating modes. System behavior in response to any general excitation is then a linear combination of modal responses.

### 2.2.2 High speed interconnect models and simulation issues

Depending on the operating frequency, signal rise times, and nature of the structure, the interconnects can be modeled as lumped, distributed (frequency independent/dependent RLCG parameters, lossy, coupled), or full-wave models.

1. **Lumped Models**: At lower frequencies, the interconnect circuits could be modeled using lumped or circuit models. Circuit responses are monotonic in nature. However, in order to account for ringing in signal waveforms, circuit models may be required. Usually lumped interconnect circuits extracted from layouts contain a large number of nodes that make the simulation highly CPU intensive.
2. Distributed Transmission Line Models: At relatively higher signal-speeds, electrical length of interconnects becomes a significant fraction of the operating wavelength, giving rise to signal distorting effects that do not exist at lower frequencies. Consequently, the conventional lumped impedance interconnect models become inadequate and transmission line models based on quasi-transverse electromagnetic mode (TEM) assumptions are needed. The TEM approximation represents the ideal case, where both E and H fields are perpendicular to the direction of propagation and it is valid under the condition that the line cross section is much smaller than the wavelength. However, the inhomogeneities in practical wiring configurations give rise to E or H fields in the direction of propagation. If the line cross section or the extent of these no uniformities remain a small fraction of the wavelength in the frequency range of interest, the solution to Maxwell’s equations are given by the so-called quasi-TEM modes and are characterized by distributed R,L,C,G per unit length (p.u.l.) parameters. In practical situations, owing to complex interconnect geometries and varying cross-sectional areas, the interconnects may need to be modeled as nonuniform lines. In this case, the p.u.l. parameters are functions of the distance, along the length of the transmission line.

3. Distributed Models with Frequency-Dependent Parameters: At low frequencies, the current in a conductor is distributed uniformly throughout its cross section. However, as the operating frequency increases, the current distribution gets uneven and starts getting concentrated more and more near the surface or edges of the conductor. This phenomenon can be categorized as follows: skin, edge, and proximity effects. The skin effect causes the current to concentrate in a thin layer near the conductor surface and this reduces the effective cross section available for signal propagation. This leads to an increase in the resistance to signal propagation and other related effects. The edge effect causes the current to concentrate near the sharp edges of the conductor. The proximity effect causes the current to concentrate in the sections of ground plane that are close to the signal conductor. To account for these effects, modeling based on frequency-dependent p.u.l. parameters may be necessary.

4. PEEC and rPEEC Models: As switching speeds extend into the gigahertz range,
two-dimensional (2-D) transmission line models become inadequate due to the spa-
tial EM effects of three-dimensional structures. The modeling of these structures
has been successfully accomplished using partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC)
models. PEEC models are RLC circuits where individual resistances and capaci-
tances are extracted from the geometry using a quasi-static (nonretarded) solution
of Maxwell’s equations. The rPEEC models include the retardation and provide
full-wave solution. Simulation of these models is relatively CPU intensive as they
involve large resultant networks.

Interconnect Simulation Issues: Simulation of large interconnect networks is associ-
ated with two major bottlenecks: mixed frequency/time problem and CPU expense.

- Mixed Frequency/Time Problem: The major difficulty in simulating high frequency
models such as distributed transmission lines is due to the fact that, while described
in terms of partial differential equations, they are best represented in the frequency-
domain. As seen, they do not have a direct representation in the time-domain.
On the other hand, nonlinear devices can only be described in the time-domain.
These simultaneous formulations are difficult to handle using a traditional ordinary
differential equation solver such as SPICE.

- CPU Expense: Frequency-domain simulation of large linear networks is convention-
ally done at each frequency point using LU decomposition and forward-backward
substitution. For time-domain simulation, integration techniques are used to con-
vert a set of time-domain differential equations into a set of difference equations
which leads to a nonlinear set of difference equation. To solve these at each time
point, Newton iterations are required, which may need several LU decompositions.
This causes the CPU cost of a time-domain analysis to be expensive (note that and
matrices for interconnect networks are usually very large).

2.3 High speed interconnect simulation algorithms

The objectives of interconnect simulation algorithms are to address both mixed fre-
quency/time problem as well as to handle large linear circuits without too much of CPU
expansion. There have been several algorithms proposed for this purpose, which are broadly classified into two main categories, as follows:

1. Approaches based on macromodeling each individual transmission line set. Techniques such as "method of characteristics" are grouped in this category and are discussed in Section 2.3.1.

2. Approaches based on model-order reduction (such as AWE, CFH, PRIMA) of the entire linear subnetwork containing lumped as well as distributed subnetworks. It is to be noted that the second approach can also be used in conjunction with the first approach.

### 2.3.1 Simulation technique based on transmission line macromodels

In this approach, transmission-line networks described by telegraper’s equations (partial differential equations) are translated into a set of ordinary differential equations (known as the macromodel), through some kind of discretization.

The conventional approach for discrete modeling of distributed interconnects is to divide the line into segments of length $\Delta x$, chosen to be a small fraction of the wavelength. If each of these segments (assume that the line discretized into "M" segments) is electrically small at the frequencies of interest, then each segment can be replaced by lumped models.

Generally the lumped structures used to discretize transmission lines contain the series elements and $L \Delta x$, and $R \Delta x$ and shunt elements, $G \Delta x$ and $C \Delta x$. The parameters ($L,R,G,C$ are the p.u.l. inductance, resistance, conductance, and capacitance of the line, respectively.

Distributed versus Lumped: Number of Lumped Segments Required: It is often of practical interest to know how many lumped segments are required to reasonably approximate a distributed model. For illustration, consider LC segments, which can be viewed as low-pass filters. For a reasonable approximation, this filter must pass at least some multiples of the highest frequency $f_{max}$ of the propagating signal (say ten times, $f_0 \geq 10f_{max}$).

In order to relate these parameters, we make use of the 3-dB passband frequency of the LC filter given by $f_0 = \frac{1}{\pi \sqrt{LCd}} = \frac{1}{\pi \tau d}$, where $d$ is the length of the line and $\tau$ represents the delay p.u.l. From $f_{max} \approx 0.35/t_r$, and $f_0 = \frac{1}{\pi \tau d}$, we can express the relation in terms...
of the delay of the line and the rise time as, $t_r \geq 3.5 (\pi \tau_d) \approx 10 \pi d$. In other words, the delay allowed per segment is approximately $tr/10$. Hence, the total number of segments ($N$) needed to accurately represent a total delay of $\tau_d$ is given by $N = \frac{\tau_d}{tr/10}$.

Example: Consider a digital signal with rise time of 0.2 ns propagating on a lossless wire of length 10 cm, with a Per Unit Length (P.U.L.) delay of 70.7 ps (this can be represented by a distributed model with P.U.L. parameters of $L=5$ nh/cm and $C=1$ pF/cm). If the same circuit were to be represented by lumped segments, one needs $N \approx 35$ sections. It is to be noted that using more sections does not clean up ripples completely but helps to reduce the first overshoot (Gibb’s phenomenon). Ripples can be reduced when losses are properly taken into account. One of the major drawbacks of the above conventional discretization is that it requires a large number of sections, especially for circuits with high operating speeds and sharper rise times. This leads to large circuit sizes and the simulation becomes CPU inefficient. In order to overcome these difficulties, several techniques for efficient discretization are listed below. These methods can be broadly classified, based on the passivity property as follows.

1. Macromodels with no guarantee of passivity:
   (a) Method of characteristics,
   (b) Transfer function approximation and
   (c) Chebyshev polynomial-based approximation

2. Macromodels with guaranteed passivity by construction of macromodels
   (a) Compact finite differences,
   (b) Integrated congruent transform and
   (c) Exponential Pad-based matrix-rational approximation

2.3.2 Model reduction based simulation algorithms

Interconnect networks generally tend to have a large number of poles, spread over a wide-frequency range. Even though the majority of these poles would normally have very little effect on simulation results, however, they make the simulation to be CPU extensive by forcing the simulator to take smaller step sizes.
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Figure 2.9: Example of dominant poles

Dominant Poles: Dominant poles are those that are close to the imaginary axis and significantly influence the time as well as the frequency characteristics of the system. The moment-matching techniques (MMTs) capitalize on the fact that irrespective of the presence of a large number of poles in a system, only the dominant poles are sufficient to accurately characterize a given system. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 2.9, where it is clear that pole will have little effect on the final transient result.

It has been shown that the moments provide an estimation of delay and rise times. Elmore delay, which approximates the midpoint of the monotonic step response waveform by the mean of the impulse response, essentially matches the first moment of the response. This can be considered as one of the basic forms of approximation. However, in order to get accurate prediction of interconnect effects, it is essential that the reduced-order model must match (or preserve) as many moments as possible. Several algorithms can be found in the literature for reduction of large interconnect subnetworks. They can be broadly classified into two categories:

1. Approaches based on explicitly matching the moments to a reduced-order model - AWE and

2. Approaches based on implicitly matching the moments - PVL, PRIMA, which are based on Krylov subspace formulation

2.3.3 Full-Wave Models

At further subnanosecond rise times, the line cross section dimensions become a significant fraction of the wavelength and field components in the direction of propagation can no longer be neglected. Consequently, full-wave models that take into account all possible field components and satisfy all boundary conditions are required to accurately
estimate high-frequency effects. However, circuit simulation of full-wave models is highly involved. The information that is obtained through a full-wave analysis is in terms of electromagnetic field parameters such as propagation constant, characteristic impedance, etc. However, a circuit simulator requires the information in terms of currents, voltages, and circuit impedances. This demands a generalized method to combine modal results into circuit simulators in terms of a full-wave stamps.

1. Measured Data: In practice, it may not be possible to obtain accurate analytical models for interconnects because of the geometric inhomogeneity and associated discontinuities. In general, the behavior of high-speed interconnects can easily be represented by measured frequency-dependent scattering parameters or time-domain terminal measurements. However, handling measured data in circuit simulation is a tedious and a computationally expensive process.

2. EMI Subnetworks: Electrically long interconnects function as spurious antennas to pick up emissions from other nearby electronic systems. This makes susceptibility to emissions a major concern to current system designers of high-frequency product. Hence, the availability of interconnect simulation tools including the effect of incident fields is becoming an important design requirement.

3. Sensitivity Analysis: Sensitivity analysis involving large interconnect sub networks can be highly CPU intensive. Model-reduction-based approaches provide an efficient means for this purpose.

4. Minimum Realization of Reduced-Order Models: It is evident that the size of the reduced-order model increases with the increase in the number of ports. In such cases, it may become essential to realize the macromodels with a minimum possible number of states, so as to achieve fast transient simulations. Also, it is observed that Krylov-subspace-based reduced models require high order to capture high-frequency effects such as skin effect. This can make the transient simulation expensive as the reduced model becomes expensive to evaluate and post-processing of macromodels to further reduce the order may become necessary.
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All numerical approaches to solve Maxwell’s equations partition space into sub domains, where solutions can be found more easily. When discussing the properties of the different methods, it is necessary to classify them. A major point of difference is the domain they are working in, which is either time domain or frequency domain. Concentrating on the methods that most relevant commercially, we find on the time domain the finite integration technique (FIT), finite difference time domain (FDTD) in its explicit or implicit variants; and the transmission line matrix (TLM) method. The frequency domain is represented by the finite element method; FIT; and the MoM. All methods are volume discretization methods, except for the MoM, which is a surface discretization method.

The Finite Integration Technique (FIT) is the core numerical method used to solve Maxwell’s equation for analysis the computational domain. Basic introduction of FIT is described in the preceding section. FIT is used in this thesis for analysis and investigation of the given problem definition.

2.4.1 Introduction

The Finite Integration Technique (FIT) is used as a core numerical technique in Commercial 3D fullwave electromagnetic software-CST STUDIO SUITE. It provides universal spatial discretization technique which can be used to solve various electromagnetics problems from dc to high frequency applications in time and frequency and time domain. FIT uses following discrete set of Maxwell’s Grid Equations (MGEs):

\[ C e = -\frac{d}{dt} b, \quad \tilde{C} h = -\frac{d}{dt} d + j, \quad \tilde{S} d = q, \quad S b = 0, \quad (2.2) \]

Where topological matrix \( C \) and \( \tilde{C} \) as the discrete equivalent of the analytical curl operator and discrete divergence operators \( S \) and \( \tilde{S} \). The properties of continuous gradient, curl and divergence operators are maintained in FIT grid space. Even the set of maxwelle’s grid equation maintain charge and energy conservation.

\[ S C = \tilde{S} \tilde{C} = 0 \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \text{divrot} \equiv 0, \quad \tilde{C} S^T = \tilde{C} \tilde{S}^T = 0 \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \text{rotgrad} \equiv 0, \quad (2.3) \]
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FIT supports not only orthogonal hexahedral grids but topologically irregular grids (sub grids) and tetrahedral grids. The classical FDTD methods are limited to staircase approximations of complex boundaries. In contrast, the Perfect Boundary Approximation (PBA) technique applied to the FIT algorithm maintains all the advantages of structured Cartesian grids while allowing accurate modeling of curved structures. The FIT method can be even further enhanced by the Thin Sheet Technique (TST) which improves the modeling of thin perfectly electric conducting sheets.

2.4.2 Types of solvers

Transient, frequency domain and eigenmode solver are available concerning high frequency electromagnetic field problems. The following section is to provide basic information about the solvers and to present the corresponding fundamental equations.

Transient solver

All time domain methods: FIT, FDTD and TLM- feature a Cartesian (or cuboid hexahedral or circular cylindrical coordinate) grid and an explicit time integration scheme. These two facts are closely related. The coordinate grid implicates a simple band structures of the system matrix on which the leap frog algorithm can be applied. The fields are propagated through the structure by matrix vector multiplications with a specific time step. The larger the time step, the shorter the simulation time. The maximum possible time step is determined by the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy (CFL) - criteria. It is basically the time required for the light to pass the smallest mesh cell in the calculation domain. It might be more illustrative to think of the CFL-criteria as a way to force information from a mesh cell to touch every neighboured mesh cell in every mesh time steps. The memory requirements and the simulation time increase linearly with the number of mesh points. Because of these properties, time domain simulators are well suited to solve electrically large and detail rich structures.

There are other time domain approaches that use non orthogonal grids and/or implicit time integration scheme. An implicit algorithm always has to solve a system of equation for very time step, but then the time step size may be chosen somewhat larger. It is possible to derive frequency domain data by applying Fourier transformation to the time domain
signals, steady-state 3-D EM fields can also very easily be extracted from the transient broadband simulation run. Since the excitation signal is broadband, it is possible to obtain fields for various frequencies in one simulation run. Time domain naturally offers the possibility to study the transient behaviour of EM structures. Arbitrary signals can be fed into the simulator. Not only the signals, but also fields can be studied in time domain: e.g., transient farfields become increasingly important in UWB applications. In multiport devices, every port can be excited individually with a different time signal, and the fields can be monitored accordingly.

In traditional FDTD and TLM methods, every hexahedral mesh cell is filled entirely with one material. This leads to the so-called staircase approximation of the geometry. Obviously, such a discretization can make the accurate geometrical representation of many practical devices very difficult, since most components contain rounded features. In order to increase the accuracy in such cases, very fine meshing needs to be applied. Conformal methods, such as the Perfect Boundary Approximation (PBA), can improve the geometry description without compromising the memory efficiency of standard FDTD. The performance increase through such a method is remarkable. PBA, for example can also be used to model finite-thickness metallization within one mesh cell. This would result in tiny mesh cells in traditional FDTD and vice versa to a very small time steps and very long simulation times. In TLM, however even more advanced compact models can be found, fined structured elements like slots, vents, or cables are replaced by the specific micro model in order to avoid the sampling of all details by the grid. This approach has been proven particularly useful in EMC applications.

This standard FDTD grid is structured. This means that every mesh line starts on one side of the calculation domain and ends on the other side. In order to avoid the increase of mesh cells in the outer regions, sub gridding algorithms have been introduced, which allow locally smaller mesh cells. The mesh cells needs only to be small in regions where small details are present. Additional accelerations of the simulation can be achieved by using different time steps at different mesh levels. Although many different sub gridding algorithms have been proposed, many of them exhibit the so-called long time instability.

The transient solver is based on the solution of the discretized set of Maxwell’s Grid Equations. Substituting the time derivatives by central differences yields explicit update
formulation for the loss-free case.

\[ e^{n+\frac{1}{2}} = e^{n-\frac{1}{2}} + \Delta t M^{-1}_ε \left[ \tilde{C} M^{-1}_μ + j_n^{n} \right] \]

\[ b^{n+\frac{1}{2}} = b^n + \Delta t Ce^{n+\frac{1}{2}} \quad (2.4) \]

In the FIT, unknown calculation variables are given by electric voltages and magnetic fluxes which are located alternatively in time by leap frog scheme. This explicit time integration schemes are conditionally stable. The stability limit for the time step is given by the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) criterion.

\[ \Delta t \leq \frac{\sqrt{\mu \epsilon}}{\sqrt{\left(\frac{1}{\Delta x}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{1}{\Delta y}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{1}{\Delta z}\right)^2}} \quad (2.5) \]

**Frequency domain solver**

A characteristic of frequency domain solvers is the implicitness of this approach; the resulting system is typically a large linear system of equations. Thus a matrix inversion is needed in order to obtain the solution for one frequency, no matter whether the grid is structured or not. In commercial applications, FEM or tetrahedral grids is the therefore the most popular general purpose numerical method. Tetrahedrons are the simplest volume entities, and their flexibility in approximating arbitrary geometries has many benefits. However tetrahedron quality is crucial: very flat tetrahedrons may compromise solution speed and accuracy as they make it more difficult for the algebraic solution method to solve the system.

There are two distinct methods of solving the linear systems of equations resulting from FEM discretization: direct and iterative solvers. A direct solvers works directly on the system of equations derived from the discretization. Its key advantage is that it can solve for several port excitation at the same time in parallel. On the other, the memory requirements are quite high. Typically, the memory requirements increase quadratically with the numbers of tetrahedrons. Iterative solvers transfer the original system of equations into another one that can be solved by repeated application of operations according to the specific algorithm. The iterative algorithm has to be executed for each excitation individually. In compensation, the memory requirements are much less compared to a di-
rect solver. Similarly to the time domain methods, where small time steps lead to many steps to be simulated, the overall computing time of a frequency domain method also depends, for both types of solvers, on the sampling granularity of the frequency range of interest.

Frequency domain solvers are well suited to solve infinite periodic problems, such as phased array, frequency selective surfaces (FSS), photonic band gap structure (PBG), etc. Periodic boundaries can be set up either with a phased difference between them or, more practically, with certain scan angle. A Floquet mode port is a useful addition to this capability. It enables the usage of plane waves to monitor polarization or RCS, as well as the determination of main and grating lobes of a phased array.

The frequency domain solver is based on Maxwell’s Grid Equations in the time harmonic case. The general-purpose frequency domain solver can be used together with hexahedral or tetrahedral grids.

\[
(curl \mu^{-1} curl - \omega^2 \epsilon) \vec{E} = -i\omega \vec{J} \Rightarrow (\tilde{C} \tilde{M}^{-1} C - \omega^2 \tilde{M}) \vec{e} = -i\omega \vec{j}
\] (2.6)

**Eigen mode solver**

The eigen mode solver allows computation of the structure’s eigenmodes and the corresponding eigenvalues. The eigenmode solver is based on the eigenvalue equation for non-driven and loss-free time harmonic problems. The solution is obtained in the loss-free case via the Krylov-Subspace or Jacobi-Davidson method:

\[
curl \mu^{-1} curl \vec{E} = \omega^2 \epsilon \vec{E} \Rightarrow \tilde{C} \tilde{M}^{-1} \tilde{C} \vec{e} = \omega^2 \tilde{M} \vec{e}
\] (2.7)

### 2.5 Basics of 3D simulation

#### 2.5.1 Modeling

In setting up a computer model for a real device, there are several steps, which are common to all discussed simulation methods. All of them bear risks to introduce errors into the simulation, i.e., discrepancies between simulation results and measurements. First of all, a geometrical model needs to be created. This can be either done by using a modeller built into the simulation software or by importing the geometrical data from
a mechanical CAD tool. Importing from CAD tools is not as easy as it sounds, and the quality of import filters varies significantly; if comparing to an existing device, the exact same dimensions have to be used. Sounds simple? Besides obvious errors, there are always tolerances, and sometimes details are neglected, which are relevant at microwave frequency and radiofrequency (RF).

The knowledge of the exact material properties is essential for an accurate simulation, but this normally not available. The computational effort for volume-based methods depends also on the volume size, and the size of the simulation model must always be finite, even if in reality the component is placed in an infinite surrounding. In order to reduce surrounding space, boundary conditions need to be introduced that represents, for example, electric walls, free space, symmetry, or periodicity. For our connector, this is not relevant, because we can simply assume that the space surrounding it is a perfect conductor, as we know that there will be virtually no field penetrating the conductor shielding.

Finally, we have to define ports in the model to excite the structure and to monitor simulation results such as transmission and reflection. Ideally, these ports should not an impact on simulation results.

### 2.5.2 Running a simulation

Having set up our geometric representation of the real structure in the software environment, we can now start the steps towards the final results. The first step is the actual space discretization- the mesh setup- which is automated to a large extent in modern commercial software. Despite the high degree of automation, the proposed mesh might need to be checked or influenced manually in order to obtain accurate results. In a second step, the software creates the system matrices based on the geometrical information from this grid and method chosen for approximating Maxwell’s equations. After all the required matrices are created and assembled, the third steps starts; namely the solution of the finite algebraic system. Here for example, we want to calculate the S-parameters, since they are the most often requested results for passive component characterization.

- In the frequency domain, this process is straight forward: one simulation delivers the S-parameters at one frequency point. However, the behaviour is usually rele-
vant in a specified frequency range, so looking at a single frequency is not sufficient. Therefore, a number of simulations in the frequency band of interest have to be performed. Special algorithms are used to minimize the number of simulation required to achieve a predefined accurately by interpolating the S-parameters in between the simulated frequency points.

- In time domain, the approach is quite different. The user specifies the frequency range of interest. A Gaussian signal $X(f)$ covering this frequency range is defined. This spectrum is then transformed into time domain by using an inverse Fourier transformation, resulting in a time signal $x(t)$ with a Gaussian envelope. The mode pattern at the input port is then excited with this time pattern and propagated through the structure. Reflected and transmitted time signals, denoted generically by $y(t)$, are monitored and after the simulation is ready, a Fourier transform is applied to yield the respective spectral $y(f)$. These spectra are eventually divided by the excitation spectrum: the S-parameters for the entire frequency range in one single go!

The accuracy of simulation, namely the accordance of simulation results and the behaviour in reality, is usually limited due to simplifications in the simulation model. Having the simulation results in front of us, we may wonder whether there are the true S-parameters of our device. All numerical methods promise that the simulation results will eventually converge against the actual solution, if only the mesh is fine enough and all details and effects are represented in the numerical model. If the results of interest do not change significantly anymore after several mesh refinement steps, the converged simulation has been reached. Cross verification of the results by applying two different numerical approaches to the same problem gives even more confidence, e.g., by comparing the time domain solution and frequency domain solutions. This reassurance is even more convenient to reach, if the simulation software offers the possibility to switch between numerical approaches without changing the interface. There is just another constraint, which has not yet been considered—simulation performance. It is defined by the time required for a simulator to reach a predefined accuracy.
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2.5.3 Accuracy issues and its solutions

To obtain an accurate solution after the simulation, there are quite a few points:

- Model the reality correctly
- Ensure that the mesh is fine enough
- Ensure that the solution of the discretized system of equations is numerically accurate.

Modeling the Reality

1. Excitations: For exciting the desired modes in the device, ports need to be defined at the locations at which, in reality, the sources will be connected. This is usually at some point along a transmission line (waveguide, microstrip, etc.). A discrete port is simply a lumped voltage or current source, possibly with nonzero internal impedance/admittance. The source is connected by perfectly conducting wires to two points of the device [Figure 2.10].

Long connection wires may strongly influence the solution. This is because of the wire inductance, which grows linearly with the wire length. To reduce the parasitic inductance of the discrete port, the so-called face port (or delta-gap port) has been proposed. Here, the voltage source is distributed along a small gap in a metallic face [Figure 2.10(b)]. The face port has a much smaller self inductance (imagine it as a parallel connection of many wire inductances).
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The discrete or face ports will always introduce a small perturbation of the numerically calculated field at the location where they are placed in the model. To completely eliminate this perturbation, one can imagine extending the excited transmission line to infinity, thus preventing any reflections from appearing. Of course, no infinite structure can ever be modeled numerically, so a special type of port, the so-called waveguide port was introduced as a means of truncating the infinite line, without introducing any perturbations.

A waveguide port is a surface perpendicular to a transmission line on which the modes that can propagate along the transmission line are calculated. The field patterns corresponding to these modes are then used as excitation during the simulation. To ensure accurate mode calculation for arbitrary line configurations, the modes are typically calculated by solving a two-dimension eigenmode problem on the port’s surface.

The size of the waveguide port is of utmost importance for the accuracy of the solution. Whereas for a hollow or coaxial waveguide the port size is clear—it should be as large as the waveguide’s cross section—for other types of transmission lines (microstrip, strip line, etc.), the user might often have difficulty in guessing just how large the waveguide port should be. These transmission lines allow the propagation of static-type TEM or quasi-TEM modes, whose fields become zero, theoretically, at infinity. A few rules of thumb are given in Figure 2.11.

It is recommended, however, to make a few tests with the port size before starting the longer-lasting 3-D simulation. Just let the program calculate the port modes and have a look at the fields at the port, especially at the port’s boundary. You should see no fields at the boundary. If there are fields at the boundary, the port size needs to be increased (Figure 2.12). The first golden rule of an accurate simulation:
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Figure 2.12: Absolute value of the electric field (represented in logarithmic scale) at a microstrip port. (a) Port size is too small; electric field has considerable magnitude at port’s border and will negatively impact on the solution’s accuracy. (b) Port size has been increased laterally and above the microstrip and fields are practically zero (green colour) at port’s border.

2. Boundary Conditions: As already mentioned, the simulation domain, infinite in reality, has to be truncated for the purpose of simulating it on a computer. At the boundary, special boundary conditions need to be imposed, depending on the real operating conditions of the device. For example, if the device that needs to be simulated is in reality placed within a metallic box, then electric boundary conditions (which impose zero tangential electric field, just as for a perfect metallic object) can be used on all sides of the boundary. An infinitely extended ground plane can be modeled by an electric boundary condition as well.

If the structure is placed in open space, such as an antenna, then a so-called radiation or absorbing boundary condition is the right one. It simulates the unperturbed propagation of EM waves through this boundary. When choosing the domain’s truncation, do not forget to leave some free space around the antenna! A perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary requires just a fraction of a wavelength of additional space, whereas other absorbing boundary conditions often need more than one wavelength. Absorbing boundary conditions should be used only when necessary since they typically require more computing resources than, e.g., the electric ones. For infinite periodic structures, the periodic boundary conditions are available. Whenever both the simulated structure and the excitation are symmetric, the usage of symmetry conditions can reduce the number of unknowns by half for each symmetry plane and therefore shorten the simulation time.
The permittivity, permeability, and conductivity values for all materials present in the model naturally play an important role in the solution’s accuracy. Often, these values are frequency-dependent (dispersive materials), and the more accurately this frequency dependence is known, the more accurate the solution can be. Frequency-domain solvers, as well as the advanced time domain simulators, can take this frequency dependence easily into account. Please do not forget that the often used constant tangent delta material model is actually fiction. No material can have a constant loss tangent from dc to several GHz. Even the most common materials, such as Flame Retardant 4 (FR4), exhibit a more complicated dispersion—in the case of FR4 the first order Debye model appears to be sufficiently accurate.

Meshing the Structure

How fine does the mesh need to be? First, it should be fine enough to correctly represent the geometry. Second, it should be fine enough to represent the possibly sharp field variations within the device.

With most time-domain simulators, the used hexahedral mesh leads to a staircase representation of the boundaries, so the mesh needs to be made quite fine just to obtain a good representation of the geometry [Figure 2.13(a)]. The advanced conformal meshing eliminates this drawback by using the memory-efficient hexahedral mesh almost everywhere in the model and special algorithms conforming to the curved boundaries at material interfaces [Figure 2.13(b)].

This way, a considerable saving in terms of mesh cells can be achieved. Although
tetrahedral meshes can, in principle, offer a good geometry approximation, this is only true if the real structure is meshed; some meshers require the segmentation of round structures and finally lead to polygonal approximation of curvatures [Figure 2.13(c)]. Representing the field variations in the mesh is an even more complicated issue.

The first rule of thumb that can be applied a-priori, before any simulation is started, is that in a time-domain simulation with hexahedral mesh, the size of a mesh cell should never be larger than $\lambda/8$, where $\lambda$ is the wavelength corresponding to the upper limit of the interesting frequency range. Mesh cell sizes of $\lambda/10$ or $\lambda/15$ are often successfully used in practice.

For frequency domain FEM solvers based on second-order finite elements, $\lambda/4$ is a good value to start with. Of course, a model is typically made of several materials. Since the wavelength is dependent on the material properties, the size of every individual mesh cell depends on the material it is filled with. That is why programs that only allow a uniform mesh (the same mesh cell size everywhere) may lead to an unnecessarily large number of mesh cells. For lossy materials, the rule of thumb is to ensure two to three mesh lines within the skin depth. This can prove disadvantageous for good conductors at high frequencies since the tiny skin depth would lead to tiny mesh cells and considerably increase the simulation time.

Advanced simulators apply special surface impedance models for metals during the simulation process and eliminate completely the need to mesh the skin depth. How about sharp field variations-field singularities- due to geometrical features, such as edges, corners, etc.? There are two ways to represent them in the mesh. The apriori solution used by some field simulation programs is to automatically detect these features and to use advanced edge/corner correction algorithms during the simulation. A second way is increasing the mesh density a-posteriori by the so-called adaptive meshing, which will be discussed later. These approaches are applicable in both time and frequency domain.

All this seems very complicated, and it appears almost impossible for a normal user to achieve a mesh of good quality. But any advanced simulation program should be able to do all these steps: generate an initial mesh according to a minimal user input (e.g., number of steps per wavelength), taking into account geometry, material properties, and sharp corners and edges and refine the mesh through an automatic adaptive meshing, until convergence is reached.
With a minimum of user input however, the size of the final mesh can be optimized and thus reduce the overall computing time. For instance, we should ensure that there are at least two mesh cells within the substrate thickness, two to four mesh cells across a strip, and two mesh lines in a radiating gap (Figure 2.14). The mesh cells should be smaller close to metallic edges to sample the fringing fields. The height of the microstrip only has to be discretized if the used software does not support finite thickness metallization.

**Accuracy**

Accurate Numerical Solution In frequency domain simulations, a linear system of equations needs to be solved at each frequency point. If the condition number of the system matrix is large, for example, because some tetrahedral in the mesh are excessively flat, the solution may be quite inaccurate. When using an iterative solver, a large number of iterations may be necessary. In a time-domain simulation there is no system to solve. Issues like matrix conditioning number are irrelevant here. The main accuracy issue in the time domain simulation is related to the inverse Fourier transformation of the time signals, in order to obtain frequency domain parameters. Namely, all signals should start at zero and end at zero in order to ensure accurate frequency-domain values. Especially for high-Q structures, the output time signals continue to oscillate a long time even after the excitation has been turned off (Fig. 2.15). A good time-domain simulator will however provide the user automatically with a criterion on when to stop the simulation. The position of a resonance will settle quite quickly and will be quite accurate even if the simulation is stopped too soon. The amplitude of the S parameters however will only
Figure 2.15: Time signal examples. (a) The output signal still oscillates with relatively high amplitude at the moment when the simulation was stopped. The frequency-domain results (e.g., S-parameters) are most likely inaccurate. (b) A time signal which is sufficiently decayed when the simulation is stopped will provide accurate frequency-domain results

be accurate if the time signals have sufficiently decayed. To predict the correct amplitude, algorithms such as an autoregressive filter can applied on no decayed signals and considerably save simulation time.

• Mesh adaptation and convergence: The accuracy of a simulation result has to be tested by performing a convergence study. In a convergence study the number of mesh cells is continuously increased until the results of interest, usually S-parameters do not change anymore, at least not significantly. A convergence study is thus an essential part of any simulation project. Many software tools feature automatic mesh adaptation schemes. Typically fields are evaluated after a simulation run. Wherever strong field variations occur, the mesh is refined and the simulation is restarted. This process is repeated until the results do not change significantly anymore.

Although convergence study and mesh adaptation appear to be very similar approaches to guarantee accurate results, in practice they are different. For a convergence study, we assume that the geometry approximation of the structure as well as the results in the entire frequency range of interest is improved continuously with the refined mesh.

Frequency domain solvers perform the mesh adaptation typically only for one frequency, per default usually the highest frequency in the band of interest. The highest frequency is, for example for filters, not necessarily the one that is relevant
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Figure 2.16: Final mesh after the adaptation process for a piece of coaxial cable. (a) Mesh adaptation without snapping on the true geometry. (b) Snapping onto the geometry during the adaptation process leads to a good approximation of the geometry and hence to more accurate results for the device functionality. A relevant frequency has to be chosen for mesh adaptation. This information is reliably available only a posteriori. In addition, the field distribution might change significantly with frequency, e.g., for multiplexers or multiband antennas. One single adaptation frequency is not sufficient in such cases. Either the simulation has to be split up into several separate frequency bands, or several adaptations frequencies have to be used in one simulation over the entire band. In order to derive accurate simulation results, the geometry representation on the grid has to be as good as possible.

Particularly tetrahedral grid based frequency domain solvers do often not improve the geometry approximation during mesh adaptation. In the mesh adaptation process the initial tetrahedrons are simply subdivided in order to improve the field sampling (Figure 2.16). Therefore we see a convergence of results, though not for the input model but for the initially approximated geometry. This effect is even more critical if shapes are segmented before simulation.

In contrast to frequency domain, the time domain approaches can perform the mesh adaptation broadband. Moreover, every refinement also entails a better geometry approximation, since the entire meshing process is restarted at every mesh adaptation step.

Finally it should be mentioned that, unlike a tetrahedral mesh, a structured time domain grid can be easily controlled by the user, by manipulating mesh lines or meshing densities. Thus the final mesh of an adaptation is nearly reproducible by
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the user without rerunning the adaptation.

- How much accuracy do I need?

The answer to this question depends on the purpose of the simulation, as well as on the phase in the design process. In the beginning, it is recommended that set up the simulation with a coarse mesh and stop the simulation quite early. Towards the end of the design process, when it is close to the design goal, it is worth investing more resources in a more accurate solution: make the mesh finer and allow the time signals to fully decay towards zero (in a time-domain simulation) or set the error criterion for the linear equation system to a lower value (in a frequency domain simulation).

The verification of measurements or analytic results requires the highest accuracy settings.

2.6 Basics of on wafer RF characterization

There are several reasons for the need of the on wafer RF characterization. The first reason is that MIC designer always wants the true performance of the device. It is highly recommended that results must not include the device plus package effect at early stage of the design. De-embedding technique has been developed prior to on wafer RF characterization but it is not used because it introduces additional errors and uncertainties. As we know that RF packages can be very expensive and die yield can be low hence the second reason is that designer wants to determine ‘known good die’ to reduce packaging cost and increase yields. The third reason is that designer wants to automate the measurements because it can be cost effective and fast.

A typical on wafer characterization setup may consist of vector network analyzer, cables, RF probes, probe positioners, probe station, contact substrate, calibration substrate, calibration software, and bias supply. One of the important component of this setup is microwave/RF probe. RF probe is used to measure the response of very small devices like MMICs without harming them.

Microwave/RF Probes: In order to probe a circuit, it is needed to launch a signal into it with some type of transmission line, usually 50 ohm. This requires at least two conductor, the ”signal” conductors and the ”ground” conductor. Basic three types of
the probes are

1. GSG- Ground Signal Ground
2. GS- Ground Signal
3. SG- Signal Ground

GSG is the most common type of the RF Probe. This is similar to coplanar waveguide. GS probes would be needed if RF circuit has only one ground pad. Most RF Probes are 50 ohm impedance because almost all microwave test equipments operates at 50 ohm impedance. However, sometimes high-impedance probes are used in order to sniff out the performance of a circuit without loading it down. Commercial RF probes are air co-planar transition, ACP series probe, Infinity series probe, Infinity waveguide port, cascade RF Probe etc. RF probe is selected and used depending upon the application, frequency range and types of layout of Device Under Test (DUT).

2.7 MMIC fabrication technology

In this section, I have discussed the OMMIC ED02AH process because it is used here for fabricating the MMIC. The OMMIC ED02AH process is developed specifically for microwave applications up to the millimeter wave, and for high rate digital circuits for optical links [47].

- E : Enhancement mode transistor
- D : Depletion mode transistor
- 02 : "0.2"m gate length (in fact, 0.18m)
- A : "A" type OMMIC process
- H : Pseudomorphic HEMT Layer

The main features of this technology are summarized below:

- Hetero-epitaxy with a pseudomorphic (GaInAs) active layer
- Depletion and enhancement mode recessed transistors: Vt=0.225V or -0.9V
• 2 types of diodes (0.18m ”GM” and 3m ”BE”) for mixing, level shifting, or varactors.

• Resistors, using the GaAs active layer, non etched.

• Resistors, using a thin film metal layer (NiCr)

• Full $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ protection ensuring high reliability

• 2 types of MIM capacitors, using the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ layer and the $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 + \text{SiO}_2$ layer.

• $\text{SiO}_2/\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4 +$ air bridge isolation between layers to reduce the parasitic capacitances.

• High yield 1.25m thick gold metallisation for interconnections and spiral inductors. Possibility of multi metal lines to reduce series resistances.

• Via holes through the 100m substrate to reduce parasitic inductances to ground.

• For digital circuits such 40Gb/s multiplexors or demultiplexors, availability of 0.13m gates instead of the 0.18m gates (ED01AH option). This increases the $\text{F}_{\text{extr}}$ value up to around 75GHz or more. The effect is taken into account in the models via the Lgate parameter.

**Front side ED02AH process description**

• Active layer: The active components are based on a (Ga,Al)As - (Ga,In)As - GaAs heterostructure obtained by Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE), using an industrial multiwafer system.

• Isolation (Mask LI): Isolation between active components (P-HEMTS, diodes, resistors) is obtained by a boron implantation of the required zones while a resist layer protects the active areas defined by the LI mask. A small mesa is also etched for alignment of the subsequent masks.

• Ohmic contacts (Mask OH): Ohmic contact metal consists in a AuGeNi layer, which is deposited on the contact regions using a lift-off technique, and then alloyed under reducing atmosphere.
• NiCr resistor Metal Deposition (Mask MD - NiCr resistor option only): A thin 40 Ohms square NiCr layer is selectively deposited onto the substrate by a lift off process to define the high precision resistors.

• MIM capacitor Bottom Electrode and 3m diodes (Mask BE): A TiPtAu metal layer is patterned with a lift off technique to form the MIM capacitor Bottom Electrodes and the first interconnection metal. This layer is also used for the 3m diodes, using a proper recess before BE metallization. The total BE metal thickness is 650nm.

• Channel recess and Gate Metallization (Masks LE and GM): The 0.18m gates are written using an Electron Beam equipment. The definition of the Noff P-Hemts is then obtained by an etching of the required zones while a resist protects the remaining areas of the wafer. The channel is then recessed, and the gate metal is deposited using a lift off technique. The total gate thickness is 360nm. In the case of the ED01AH option, the gates are written 0.13m long, and the GM metal thickness in 250nm.

• Silicon nitride deposition: A 150nm Si$_3$N$_4$ layer is deposited on the wafer to protect the active areas and to form the MIM Capacitor dielectric. Si$_3$N$_4$ is used because of its high dielectric constant, suitable for MIM capacitors, and for its ability to prevent the formation of unstable Ga and As oxides at the surface of the wafer. Deposition is made using a Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) technique which ensures the components created are of a high standard of reliability.

• Si$_3$N$_4$ layer etching (Mask CG): Vias through the Si$_3$N$_4$ layer are opened with the CG mask to enable contact with the previously deposited metals. Streets for dicing are also opened.

• MIM Capacitor top electrodes (Mask TE): A metal is evaporated and defined using a lift-off technique to form the MIM capacitor top electrodes. This layer is also used as a protection between the TiAl gates and the Au lines for a high reliability and as a contact layer for the NiCr resistors. The total TE metal thickness is 560nm.

• Dielectric deposition and contact opening (Mask CO): A 800nm thick Silicon oxide is then deposited on the wafer. Windows are opened to interconnect the second
interconnection metal with the OH, BE and TE metals. The streets for dicing are also opened.

- Air Bridge (Mask AB): A 1m thick photoresist pad is defined. After second interconnection metal evaporation, this photoresist pad is removed leading to a 1m air bridge.

- Second interconnection metal (Mask IN): A 1.25m thick TiPtAu layer is evaporated. The second interconnection layer is then defined by lift-off.

- Final protection: A second 150nm Silicon Nitride layer is deposited on the wafer. The PECVD technique ensures the total encapsulation of the circuit.

- Pad opening (Mask CB): The contact areas are then opened for bonding, as well as the streets for dicing.

- Stabilization bake: A final high temperature bake stabilizes the technology and ensures a long term reliability.